ADIOSES
AERADIO
AETATIS
AIRBASE
AIRSIDE
AIRSOME
ALIASED
ANODISE
ANTHROS
ARROCES
ARTIGIS
ARTSIES
ATISHOO
BANDIER
BEALING
BEAUTER
BEERNUT
BOINGED
BONNIES
BORONIA
BOUTADE
CARDIOS
CERESIN
CHAINER
COADIES
CONURES
COTEAUS
CRETONS
CROTALE
DAMNEST
DANCIER
DANGEST
DARNEST
DATINGS
DEALIGN
DEHAIRS
DEMENTI

ADIOS, goodbye (a concluding remark or
gesture at parting) [n]
a Canadian radio service for pilots [n DIOS]
of the age of [adj]
a military base for aircraft [n -S]
the side of an airport terminal facing the
aircraft [n -S]
cold (having little or no warmth) [adj]
ALIAS, to assign an assumed name to [v]
to anodize (to coat with a protective film by
chemical means) [v -ISED, -ISING, -ISES]
ANTHRO, anthropology [n]
ARROZ, rice [n]
ARTIGI, atigi (a type of Inuit parka) [n]
ARTSIE, a student in an arts program [n]
ahchoo (used to represent the sound of a
sneeze) [interj]
BANDY, curved apart at the knees [adj]
a beal (an infected sore (a painful place on
the body)) [n -S]
BEAUT, beautiful [adj]
a peanut with a sweet coating [n -S]
BOING, to make the sound of reverberation
or vibration [v]
BONNY, a person that one loves [n]
an Australian shrub [n -S]
a sudden outburst [n -S]
CARDIO, an exercise involving the heart
and blood vessels [n]
a hard whitish wax [n -S]
[n -S] / CHAINE [adj]
COADY, a sauce made from molasses [n]
CONURE, a tropical American parakeet [n]
COTEAU, the higher ground of a region [n]
a spread of shredded pork and onions [n]
a small cymbal (a percussion instrument) [n
-S]
damndest (utmost (the greatest degree or
amount)) [n -S]
DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj]
DANG [adj]
damndest (utmost (the greatest degree or
amount)) [n -S]
DATING, the act of one that dates [n]
to withdraw allegiance to a political party [v
-ED, -ING, -S]
DEHAIR, to remove the hair from [v]
an official denial of a published statement [n
-S]

New Bingo 7s (High Probability)

DEMINER
DENTARY
DETUNES
DOGTAIL
DONAIRS
DONEGAL
DOUTING
DUALISE
EARHOLE
EENSIER
EGOTIZE
ENSUITE
EPATERS
ETHANAL
ETRIERS
FAIRIER
FELTIER
FIGTREE
FLATTIE
FLOREAT
FREEGAN
GELCOAT
GENISTA
GHERAOS
GOATIER
GOITRED
GOOLIES
GUILTED
GUNNERA
GUNTERS
GURDIES
HALIERS
HEDARIM
HOUSIER
INAPTER
INEPTER

one that removes mines (explosive devices)
[n -S]
the lower jaw in mammals [n -RIES]
DETUNE, to adjust (an instrument) so that it
is no longer in tune [v]
a type of grass [n -S]
DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread
[n]
a type of tweed (a coarse woolen fabric) [n S]
DOUT, to extinguish (as a fire) [v]
to dualize (to make twofold) [v -ISED, ISING, -ISES]
the external opening of the ear [n -S]
EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj]
to talk and think about oneself excessively
[v -TIZED, -TIZING, -TIZES]
a room (as a bathroom) adjoining another
room [n -S]
EPATER, to shock complacent people [v]
a volatile liquid compound [n -S]
ETRIER, a short rope ladder [n]
FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling a fairy
[adj]
FELTY, resembling a cloth made from wool
[adj]
a tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits)
[n -S]
a flat-heeled shoe [n -S]
may he/she/it flourish [v] / [v -ED, -ING, -S]
an activist who scavenges for free food to
reduce consumption of resources [n -S]
a surface layer of polyester resin [n -S]
a shrub with yellow flowers [n -S]
GHERAO [n]
GOATY, suggestive of a goat [adj]
GOITRE, goiter (an enlargement of the
thyroid gland) [adj]
GOOLIE, an offensive word [n] / GOOLY,
an offensive word [n]
GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v]
a plant with large leaves [n -S]
GUNTER, a type of sail [n]
GURDY, a winch on a fishing boat [n]
HALIER, a former monetary unit of
Slovakia [n]
HEDER, a Jewish school [n]
HOUSEY, being in the style of house music
[adj]
INAPT, not apt [adj]
INEPT, not suitable [adj]
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INFEEDS
INFULAE
INJERAS
INSULAE
IONISER
IRONIER
IRONISE
IVORIED
KETAINE
KNAIDEL
LADDIER
LAIRAGE
LAIRIER
LANGUED
LARIGAN
LASERED
LATTERS
LIATRIS
LITHOES
LOANEES
LOIASES
LORICAS
LORNEST
LOVIEST
LUNATES
MARCONI
MAUSIER
MELAENA
MONILIA
MONTIES
NANCIER
NARDOOS
NARKIER
NEARISH
NEMESIA
NIBLETS
NORTENA

INFEED, the action of supplying material to
a machine [n]
INFULA, either of the two ribbons on a
bishop's miter [n]
INJERA, a type of Ethiopian bread [n]
INSULA, a region of the brain [n]
ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into
ions)) [n -S]
IRONY [adj]
to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v NISED, -NISING, -NISES]
IVORY, a hard white substance found in
elephant tusks [adj]
being in poor taste [adj]
a type of dumpling (a ball of dough cooked
with stew or soup) [n KNAIDLACH or
KNAIDELS]
LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj]
a place where cattle are housed at markets [n
-S]
LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj]
having the tongue of a specified color [adj]
a leather boot [n -S]
LASER, to treat with a laser (a device that
amplifies light waves) [v]
LATTER, the second mentioned person or
thing of two [n]
an herb with tubular flowers [n -ATRISES]
LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v]
LOANEE, one that receives a loan [n]
LOIASIS, a tropical African disease [n]
LORICA, a protective covering or shell [n]
LORN, abandoned [adj]
LOVEY, fondly affectionate [adj]
LUNATE [n]
a two-way radio [n -S]
MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj]
melena (a condition marked by black tarry
stool) [n -S]
a type of parasitic fungus [n -IAE]
MONTY, the full amount expected or
possible [n]
NANCY, an offensive word [adj]
NARDOO, a clover-like plant [n]
NARKY, irritable [adj]
NEAR, situated within a short distance [adj]
a flowering African plant [n -S]
NIBLET [n]
a style of folk music of northern Mexico and
Texas [n -S]

New Bingo 7s (High Probability)

NORTENO
NOTATOR
NOTELET
NOVATED
NOVATES
OATIEST
ODONATA
OMERTAS
ONLIEST
ORACIES
ORATURE
OROGENS
OWLIEST
PAEONIC
PALSIER
PANEERS
PATONCE
PEROGIE
PEROGIS
PIANOLA
PONCIER
PONGIER
PRATIES
PRONEST
RACINOS
RADIOES
RAGTAIL
RAILBED
RAILMEN

an inhabitant of northern Mexico [n -NOS]
one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S]
a small sheet of paper for an informal letter
[n -S]
NOVATE, to replace an old contract with a
new one [v]
NOVATE, to replace an old contract with a
new one [v]
OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj]
insects of an order of predacious insects [n]
OMERTA, a code of silence about criminal
activity [n]
only [adj]
ORACY, skill in oral expression and
comprehension [n]
oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n S]
OROGEN, a belt of the earth's crust
involved in orogeny [n]
OWLY, owlish (resembling an owl (a
nocturnal bird)) [adj]
PAEON, a metrical foot of four syllables
[adj]
PALSY, friendly in a way that is not proper
or sincere [adj]
PANEER, a milk curd cheese [n]
having the arms broaden from the center and
end in three-pointed lobes -- used of a
heraldic cross [adj]
pierogi (a small dumpling with a filling) [n S]
PEROGI, pierogi (a small dumpling with a
filling) [n]
a type of player piano [n -S]
PONCEY, an offensive word [adj] /
PONCY, an offensive word [adj]
PONGY, stinky (emitting a foul odor) [adj]
PRATIE, a potato (the edible tuber of a
cultivated plant) [n]
PRONE, lying with the front or face
downward [adj]
RACINO, a racetrack at which slot
machines are available [n]
RADIO, to transmit by radio (an apparatus
for wireless communication) [v]
ragged, shabby [adj]
a layer of stone or gravel on which a railroad
is laid [n -S]
RAILMAN, a railroad employee [n]
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RAVIEST
REBASED
REPOINT
RETABLO
ROBINIA
RODNEYS
ROLLIES
ROSELLA
ROTINIS
SABOTED
SALTERY
SAPIDER
SARANGI
SARNIES
SATINED
SHEITEL
SHINOLA
SHIRTED
SNARFLE
SOLERAS
STEAMIE
STERANE
STERNED
STONKER
STRINES
STROBED
SUETIER
SUNCARE
TAENITE
TAGINES
TAJINES
TALCIER
TANGOES

RAVEY, characteristic of a rave (an allnight dance party with fast electronic music)
[adj]
REBASE, to set a new foundation for
something [v]
POINT, to indicate direction with the finger
[v -ED, -ING, -S]
a retable (a raised shelf above an altar) [n BLOS]
a North American tree or shrub [n -S]
RODNEY, a small fishing boat [n]
ROLLIE, a hand-rolled cigarette [n]
an Australian parakeet [n -S]
ROTINI, pasta in small spirals [n]
SABOT, a wooden shoe [adj]
a factory where fish is salted for storage [n ERIES]
SAPID, pleasant to the taste [adj]
a stringed instrument of India [n -S]
SARNIE, a sandwich [n]
SATIN, to give a glossy surface to [v]
a wig worn by a married Jewish woman [n S]
an offensive word [n -S]
SHIRT, a garment for the upper part of the
body [adj]
to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v -FLED,
-FLING, -FLES]
SOLERA, a Spanish method of producing
wine [n]
a steamed hot dog [n -S]
a chemical compound [n -S]
STERN, the rear part of a ship [adj]
something very large or impressive of its
kind [n -S]
STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n]
STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity
flashes of light [v]
SUETY, SUET, the hard, fatty tissue around
the kidneys of cattle and sheep [adj]
protection of the skin from damage by the
sun [n -S]
a nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S]
TAGINE, tajine (an earthenware Moroccan
cooking pot) [n]
TAJINE, an earthenware Moroccan cooking
pot [n]
TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (a soft
mineral with a soapy texture) [adj]
TANGO, to perform a Latin American
dance [v]

New Bingo 7s (High Probability)

TEENDOM
TEGULAE
TENNESI
TETROSE
TINSELY
TOADLET
TOERAGS
TOODLES
TOUPIES
TRANKED
TRANNIE
TRIALED
TRIPMEN
TWEENIE
UNCARED
UNOAKED
UNRIVET
UNROPES
UNSAFER
UNTONED
VEINOUS
VERONAL
WEBINAR
WRENTIT
WRISTED
YONDERS

teenagers collectively [n -S]
TEGULA, a flat roof tile used in ancient
Rome [n]
TENNE, an orange-brown color [n]
a sugar whose molecules contain four
carbon atoms [n -S]
tinselly (cheaply gaudy) [adj] / [adj
TINSELIER, TINSELIEST]
a small toad (a tailless, jumping amphibian)
[n -S]
TOERAG, a contemptible person [n]
TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or
repeatedly) [v]
TOUPIE, a round boneless smoked ham [n]
TRANK, to tranquilize [v]
tranny (a transmission) [n -S]
TRIAL, to test something to assess its
performance [v]
TRIPMAN, a man hired to work on a trip
[n]
[n -S]
not properly taken care of [adj]
not matured in an oak container --used of
wine [adj]
to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v ETED, -ETING, -ETS or -ETTED, ETTING, -ETS]
UNROPE, to detach oneself from a rope [v]
UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj]
lacking in muscular definition [adj]
having prominent veins [adj]
a sedative drug [n -S]
a live interactive educational presentation
conducted on a website [n -S]
a long-tailed North American songbird [n S]
WRIST, to sweep the puck along the ice
before shooting it [v]
YONDER, the far distance [n]
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